The “Corporate University” as Technological and Scientific Support
of the Virtual Education in Latin America
Abstract
The technological and scientific world is more complex every day, to innovate from within the minimum
requirements include: top knowledge, creativity, productivity and financial backing, otherwise this innovation
would not be possible in a globalized and cybersocials environments.
On the other hand, there is an “engineering problem” visualized by the UNESCO. They stated that there is an
annual deficit of 3 million of engineers, the projection by 2025 will be an annual deficit of 5 million. The core
of the problem is that the youth does not want to be involved in a cognitive effort in the education that is
currently being offered.
Taking the last statements into account (complex world, and, apathy to academic cognitive effort) there is an
inquisitive question to develop the virtual education:
¿How can Latin America produce the virtual education it requires?
Additionally, Latin America does not want and must not transform from being an underdeveloped region to
be a cybercolony. Especially in an educational cybercolony.
Must we be prevented with the virtual education that comes from developed countries?
The objective of this document is to present “corporate university” as a strategic ally in Latin-American
universities in:
-

Scientific research in the implementation of the virtual education for our educational idiosyncrasy
Development and implementation of technological platforms for the virtual education.

We hereby introduce the LatinCampus Corporate University organization which in actuality assist more that
seventy (70) universities in eleven (11) countries, and have placed a larger effort in the following
investigations:
-

Pedagogy and Didactical abilities for virtual environments.
Develop a “mathematical equation” to propend the pertinent virtual education.
Build e-content for cybersocial environment with a sense of pertinence
Design a next-generation LMS/LCMS platforms (artificial intelligence agents, and robotic agents)

The scientific research with technological development has as a goal to prepare Latin-American universities
and the corporate universities, using the virtual education.
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Introduction
The world is more complex every day; we have achieved scientific and technological advances of such
magnitude, that in order to generate innovation we require: top knowledge, top learning abilities, creativity,
productivity and financial backing. Additionally, innovation must be generated in highly productive
environments thus being competitive and sustainable in current globalized market economies.
The complexity in our days has taken our youth to be away from professions like engineering, in which the
tutoring is developed as a major part of innovation required to maintain our “quality of life” that science and
technology has envisioned for us. By 2025 we confirm the higher deficit of engineers which will border the
five million annuals, and if we continue in this path we will certainly have a scientific and technological
deceleration.
Nor the universities nor the virtual education are strangers to the “engineering problem”. With regards to this
subject we can only foresee a global and cybersocial education, but the real productivity will change, then we
ask ourselves…..
¿What type of engineers we will require to produce the e-learning, e-training and the equipment-trainer
required sustaining the global e-content demand?
In Latin-American a vast majority - if not all – are currently discussing about virtual education, but, the reality
is that they do not have the e-content nor the personnel to generate the pertinent e-content.
We currently possess the infrastructure in telecommunications, servers and platforms but we do not have the
e-content. Is like having a new aqueduct but no water to deliver.
The solution we wish to present in this document is based on alliances between Universities and the
“corporate university”, a figure that in Latin-America is completely unknown. The presentation of the facts
contained herein speak about the scientific and technological advance we have done in virtual education and
have established strategic alliances with universities in Latin-America so that this innovation may be visible
to other universities in developed countries.
The strategic alliances of LatinCampus with universities in Latin-America are over seventy (70) universities
in eleven (11) countries. By 2011, we foresee that we will have more than one hundred (100) universities in
seventeen (17) countries.
The positioning and continuous growth of the organization dedicated to science and technology confirms that
we are certainly in the knowledge era, and that we must be innovative to attain “partners for the journey”.

1. Areas of Innovation.
Initially we will like to introduce the areas where LatinCampus has done scientific and technological
innovation which has allowed us to become competitive globally:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Virtual Education equation
The e-learning (theory)
The e-training (simulated practice)
Training equipment (real practice)
The Mobile university
The pedagogic e-eclecticism
The didactic e-constructivism
The e-content
Alliances that overcome our borders

1.1. Virtual
V
Educcation equattion.
LatinCaampus has laun
nched the theorry of the three (3) main compponents requireed to develop a competitive and
a
integrall virtual educaation. These are
a the compoonents; the e-llearning, the e-training,
e
andd the equipmeenttrainerss. This theory has
h helped us too develop the following
f
equaation:
Virtual
V
Educatiion = e-learninng + e-traininng + equipmeent-trainers
The vast majority off Latin-Americcan universities only promotte virtual educcation based on
o educability (elearningg or theoric learning), witthout taking into
i
account a fundamentaal componentss to attain labbor
compettences: teachab
bility (e-trainingg and equipmeent-trainers to do
d real practicees).

e-learning: theory

e-training: simulated pracctice

Equ
uipment-traine
ers: real practicce

1.2. The e-learnin
ng (the theory).
To prodduce a pertinen
nt e-content to replace
r
an insttructor in its funnction when hee or she teachees a class is nott as
simple as to generatee a plain docuument (Word or
o PDF). We require
r
a methhodology that is didactical and
a
practicaal in every sen
nse – not expreessed in instructional design - so that we may
m convert thhe content intoo econtentt.
The folllowing are some of the techhniques used – becoming a part
p of a corpoorate image – that we applyy to
covert the
t content (preesential instrucction) into e-coontent (e-learniing within a virrtual environm
ment):
- Color pedagogy
- Web usability
u
- Hyperrtext oriented towards contennts-repository ecosystems
e
- Hyperrmedia oriented
d towards multtimedia-reposittory ecosystem
ms
- Acadeemic iconograp
phy
- Dynam
mic Ideography
y
hniques allow the student andd the instructor to respond and to become coompromised with
w
Corporaate Image tech
the corpporate identity..
y it’s not a tecchnique createdd to individuallize instructionnal design; thiss is as “operattive
The corrporate identity
model” which covers the following subjects:
- The e--Content (mateerials and envirronments-platfforms for virtuaal education)
- Learning activities (case studies, group
g
discussioon, interaction, interactivity)
- Refereential systems (support thru the
t network, viirtual libraries, Internet)
- Evaluation system an
nd self-evaluattion.
Converrt the content (plain text) innto e-content (pedagogical
(
m
mediators)
is the
t difference between haviing
intensivve lecture courrses that only provides inforrmation and having
h
an e-leaarning systemss that promotes a
complete formation of the individuaal.

LatinCaampus like Co
orporate Univeersity has devveloped an e-ccontent within its industrial park (locatedd in
Panamaa City) with th
he objective to produce e-learning systems (learning meaasurements) forr the universitiies.
The objjective is to con
nvert the materrials and methoodology that teeachers use in the
t classroom into
i
e-content.

An excellent
e
presen
ncial intruction does not guara
antee an excelllent e-learning
g

The Laatin-American universities must
m
have the capacity to migrate
m
the Am
merican or Euuropean teacheer´s
contentt into e-conten
nt that would be
b pertinent too our cultural idiosyncrasy. The Corporate University like
LatinCaampus can and
d should assum
me the technologgical and scienntific role.

1.3. The e-trainin
ng (the digittal practice)).
The inttegral formativ
ve process can not only be asssumed by the educability coomponent (the theory) but must
m
be compplemented by a teachability component
c
(thee practice).
If the student can ben
nefit from theirr own time andd their own sppace for the forrmation processs, then he or she
s
cannot have with a “p
permanent tutoor” that can guuarantee the leaarning process with a safe annd secure practtice
with eqquipment-trainers, in conseqquence a digitaal practice is required (in a safe environm
ment) so that be
physicaal practice be performed
p
(in a real environnment). The e-training not onnly guaranteess the security and
a
safety of
o the student but
b also the institution´s assetts security like the equipmentt-trainers.
¿Whichh will be the real problematiic of e-trainingg in Latin-Am
merica? The ansswer is that unniversities do not
n
possesss specialized prrogrammers ass direct staff too develop the design
d
and proggramming of digital
d
simulatoors.
This coomponent whicch we named “engineering
“
p
problem”
affeccts in great meeasure the prodduction of virttual
educativve environmen
nts.

The simulators are significant
s
step toward learnin
ng

mplemented an e-content induustrial park withh the objectivee of
LatinCaampus also as Corporate Uniiversity has im
produciing e-training systems for unniversities. Perrtinent virtual education
e
requuires simulatedd practices in real
r
equipm
ment-trainer.

1.4. The equipmeent-trainer (The
(
real prractice).
The e-trraining as welll as the e-learnning generates mental compettences within each
e
individuaal, but they do not
n
create any
a manual skiills or mental processes
p
that allow
a
the acquiirement of integgral labor com
mpetences.
LatinCaampus incorpo
orated the didaactic equipmennt-trainer to be easy to use and
a related to the
t field of stuudy
and is part
p of the third
d and last com
mponent to impplement a coheesive and logical virtual educcation. For us and
a
our waay of thinking,, the equipmennt-trainer is truuly the one faactor that guarrantees the labbor competencces,
especiaally in technolo
ogical and technnical programss.
In our vision, all thee equipment-trrainer should have
h
an e-trainning system thhat trains the student with the
correct manipulation and operationn, and with an e-learning syystem that teacches the studennt on the sciennce
behind the technology
y.

The equiipment-trainerss are the final step
s
to a concre
ete learning rellevant to a real life.

As the Corporate Uniiversity, LatinC
Campus signedd a strategic Alliance with Korea,
K
Taiwan, Singapore, Hoong
Kong and
a China to design
d
a specific equipment--trainer wheree the e-contentt industrial parrk has developped
virtual materials (e-learning) and educational ennvironments (ee-training) thaat are used byy Latin-Americcan
universities.

1.5. The Mobile University
U
t Web in anyy place at anyy time; howeveer the equipmeentThe e-llearning and e--training are avvailable over the
trainer because
b
of their physical chaaracteristics cannnot be converrted into bits or bytes, which in turn “ties” the
virtual education
e
to a static universitty.
LatinCaampus has imp
plemented mobbile laboratoriees, whose purppose is to allow
w laboratories to
t be availablee to
virtual students
s
¿whatt good would itt do if there is e-learning andd e-training andd no equipmentt for training or
o if
the equipment-trainer is static?

The mobile
e laboratory takkes real practicce to a virtual student

The moobile laboratorries have web servers incorpporated into thee virtual camppus, and wheree there is satelllite
commuunications it alllows videoconnferences to any
a province with
w
e-teacherrs and e-tutorss, thus providiing
adminisstration to the e-institution.
e

The tents are convverted into virtu
ual classrooms

The tennts (up to threee) which aree incorporated into the mobbile laboratoryy have the funnction to convvert
themsellves into classrooms for alll type of woork within thee field of studdy; practices, videoconferennce
classrooom, regular claassroom, admiinistrative officces and in som
me cases there are benefits too its students like
psychollogical and meedical services.

1.6. The pedagogical e-clecticism
The conntent cannot bee converted intto e-content with
w the only usse of methodollogies and straategies specificc of
the digiital environmen
nts and with thhe use of mediaa to integrate virtual communnities.
The maain difference between
b
the coontent that geneerates informattion and an e-ccontent that gennerates formatiion
are in thhe use of pedaagogical modells implementedd. However thhe environmentt is so dynamicc that you cannnot
talk aboout a single peedagogical moddel, is necessaary to have a portfolio
p
of sevveral models and
a adapt them
m to
the virtuual environmen
nt.
LatinCaampus has elaborated an implementation
i
n theory of some
s
pedagoggical models with the virttual
education. First we have
h
redefined and regroup four
f
(4) main areas so that the
t model cann be a part of the
globalizzation process and the cyberssociety.
The peddagogical theorry: The theory.
The peddagogical practtice: The strateegy to create thhe didactical ennvironment to teach
t
the pedaggogical theory
The eduucational system: Regulation and accreditattion in the quallity of the pedaagogical practicce.
The eduucational apparratus: Scenarioos for the impleementation of the
t theory and the pedagogical practice.

As a second step we have adapted the context of globalization and the cybersociety into four pedagogical
models that are traditional to the presence of the students;
The behaviorism
The cognitivism
The antiauthoritarian pedagogical models
The constructivism
In our referential and theory framework, LatinCampus constructed the pedagogical e-clectisism model that
propend to adjust all learning activities and the evaluation system to particular styles of learning and the
system of evaluating the particularities of each learning style and the social and cultural context of the
student.

LatinCampus does not consider that the virtual process of teaching-learning should be concentrated on the
student it must be first understood using a pedagogical model that us being used by the Institutional Corporate
Identity ¿Can a teacher from MIT offer a class that goes against the American government?

1.7. The didactical e-constructivism.
A pedagogical theory like the e-clecticism that is oriented towards global contexts and the cybersociety, it
requires a pedagogical practice in specific context.
To build the e-constructionism, LatinCampus was based on the constructionism (of Seymour Papert), We
defined the didactical learning activities that are based on theory in the e-clecticism and from there supported
into two concepts; the e-training and the equipment-trainers help build the didactical objectivity of the econstructivism.
In consequence the e-constructivism is based on two components; the digital simulation (safe and secure
practice) and the interaction with the equipment-trainers (real practice).
The e-constructivism supports itself in the concept of remote assisted interaction. This assistance uses a
conventional technology; the videoconference, but uses its own instructional design that we have used
throughout time; e-ID.
The e-ID is an instructional model design that does not operate to generate content (e-learning or e-training)
but exclusively to develop processes in the learning capabilities based on equipment-trainer (dynamic
ideography scenario).

There are six (6) processes that cover the e-ID;
- Evaluate the theory fundamentals of each activity (e-learning).
- Interiorizing the activity guide.
- Develop a safe and secure practice (e-training).
- Develop the activities with the equipment-trainer.
- Assisted self-evaluation with the e-tutors.
- Present the institutional Evaluation.
Depending on the activity to realize, some processes can be adjusted. As a minimum we require for e-teachers
and e-tutors to be present in at least two (2) processes o that the activity can be accounted onto significant
learning in the program.
- Interiorize the guide of each activity
- Develop the activity with the equipment-trainer
LatinCampus has a series of discrepancies with the American as well as the European instructional design
model due to the idiosyncrasy in Latin-American education hence these models promote the self-directed
approach and in our culture we must promote the self-learning.

1.8. The e-Content
LatinCampus in its day to day task as the Corporate University has designed and generated e-content to
develop strategic alliances and to offer a new curriculums such as the following;
Technology Specialization in virtual education.
Technology Specialization in security and surveillance.
Masters in virtual education.
Masters in intelligent building technology.
Doctorate in Educatronics.
The development of these academic programs has positioned the Corporate University in the world and at its
own risk has launched curricular activities for superior education institutions.

1.9. Alliances (over other countries, defeating frontiers)
LatinCampus has presence in over seventy (70) Universities in eleven (11) Latin-American countries;
Central-America: Panama, El Salvador, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Honduras.
Andean group: Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Peru and Bolivia.
For the development of equipment-trainer LatinCampus has signed agreements with Asian knowledge
industries: Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore.
In the period between 2010 and 2012 LatinCampus plans to develop strategic alliances with Spanish and
Italian firms to develop equipment-trainers in cybernetic and integration.
Until 31 December 2009, LatinCampus has built four (4) mobile laboratories:
- Mobile telecomunicaciones (1)
- Fishing industry (2)
- Biotechnology (1)
We have currently in the design of two (2) mobile laboratories for the Colombian military armed forces.

2. Case study, Implementations.
2.1. Case study: University Corporate Alliance – Latin-American Universities.
A master’s degree in virtual education (MVE) is an e-content that is intellectual property of LatinCampus that
was developed between 2001 and 2004. The degree can be achieved by completing four (4) large units, that
are fragmented in eighteen (18) modules and a Project that must be handed over before the graduation. The
MVE can be done between eighteen (18) and twenty-four (24) months.
As Corporate University, LatinCampus signed a Strategic Alliance with the Dr. Jose Matías Delgado
University (UJMD) from El Salvador. The UJMD made official the MVE before governmental authorities
(ministry of education) so that the program was accredited before such entity. At the same time, the UJMD
(Dr. Jose Matías Delgado University) has realized several strategic alliances in Central America, for example:
Universidad Latina de Panamá (ULAT) with the objective to offer the same agreement with dual diplomas
under the same program (UJMD-ULAT and others).
Following the same pattern we can assure that the developed e-content by a Corporate University has a
qualified registry (governmental authorization) and is being offered by Central American Universities.
The advantages for the universities are several; however we would like to mention a few:
- The university did not do any financial backing for the e-content of the program.
- The university can use the latest platform (LMS/LCMS) and did not have to invest in its purchase
- The university has international e-tutors that are highly trained with vast experience in their area of expertise
The experience of the MEV will be replicated by 2010 in the Andean group (Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
Bolivia and Venezuela) form the Chimborazo polytechnic school.
The responsibilities of the regional strategic alliance are:
- Presents the program before governmental authorities.
- Perform inscriptions and registrations.
- Perform a permanent audit to LatinCampus.
- Participate in the theme/subject update.
- Deliver all certificates and titles.
The LatinCampus responsibilities are:
- Deliver the e-content, the e-learning, and make available equipment-trainer.
- deliver the virtual Campus Virtual (technological platforms).
- Make available e-tutors and e-monitors.
- Daily report of student advancement.
Shared responsibilities
- Validate the pedagogical implementation, methodology and didactical input.
- Revision of contents and strategies.

Referen
nces of region
nal strategic alllies
Centraal-America
Dr. Joséé Matías Delgaado University
El Salvador
Lic. Anna Ligia Rodríg
guez
Directoor of Virtual Ed
ducation
URL: www.ujmd.edu
w
u.sv
E-mail: alrodriguez@
@ujmd.edu.sv
Cell phone: (503) 785
54 1025

Andean grroup
Chimborazzo Polytechnic school
Ecuador
Eng. Eduarrdo Villa Villaa
Director off Virtual Educaation
URL: www
w.espoch.edu.eec
E-mail: evilla@espoch.eddu.ec
Cell phonee: (593) 0842555222

The sam
me MEV system
m applies to alll e-Content off LatinCampus..

= e-learning + e-training + equipment-tra
e
ainer
2.2. Caase study: EV=
Our most concrete case
c
that inclluded the threee componentts of the virtuual education included in the
“Technnology Laboratories’ which im
mplemented ALL
A
the servicees in the officiaal schools in thhe states of Huuila
and Cassanare in Colom
mbia.
The “teechnology lab
boratories” inteegrate four diifferent subjeccts: 1. Renew
wable energy 2.
2 Electronics 3.
Roboticcs and 4. Bioteechnology. To each one of thhe laboratoriess we had to deevelop the e-leaarning, e-trainiing
and the equipment-traainers.

Educa
ational Robotic
cs Practice
Using
g e-training

Teachers educcating themselvves

nces as a Strategic Allied in
n the Governm
ment
Referen
Countryy: Colombia
States: Huila and Casaanare
Educatiional Secretariees: Huila and Casanare
C
Goveernor’s office
Responnsible for the im
mplementation: Eng. Iván Eduuardo Restrepoo
Cell phone: +57 310 253
2 7099

Train
ners in the stattes of Huila and
d
Casa
anare in Colom
mbia.

2.3. Caase study: Colo
ombian armed
d forces / Mob
bile telecommu
unications Lab
boratories
Given the mobility required
r
for the
t officers inn the Colombiian military arrmed forces, and the need of
decentrralized training
g, the only solution
s
that has worked throughout tiime and spacce has been the
implem
mentation of mo
obile laboratoriies.

Students of virtual program
ms attending to
o practice in the
e mobile labora
atory in a military base

nces from the military
Referen
Countryy: Colombia
Companny: Colombian
n armed forces - army
Responnsible: Colonel John Restrepoo
Positionn: Education an
nd doctrine chiief for the Coloombian armed forces
URL: www.emsub.ne
w
et
Telephoone: +57 310 253
2 7099

3. Con
nclusion.
LatinCaampus supporrts Latin-American universiities in the development
d
a
and
implemenntation of virttual
education which is peertinent to our educational
e
idiosyncrasy, witth this in mind,, we are preparred to do strategic
alliancees with universsities in developped countries.
CMS platformss. We realize that
t
A very important notte: LatinCampuus does not salle, rent or liceense LMS / LC
w
that has implemented artificial intellligence, virtuall educational and
a
we havve the only plaatform in the world
roboticss agents.
ogotá, Colombiia.
Kind reegards from Bo

